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competitive enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (elisa) for hpl has been developed using two monoclonal antibodies (f-1 and f-6) to hpl. the assay is specific for hpl; it is not affected by non-hpl immunoreactive substances in placental extracts and serum, has a detection limit of 0.04 ng hpl/ml
serum and a working range of 0.04-10 ng hpl/ml. the assay has been used to evaluate the release of hpl in vivo following administration of hpl.. no cause of action arises because of the negligence of the plaintiff in being in a position of danger, until the defendant's negligence creates the danger."
id. at 645. our court has accepted this proposition: " 'a plaintiff does not have a cause of action for injuries caused by a defendant's violation of a statute until such time as the plaintiff has been injured.' " aronson v. price, 537 f.2d at 121, citing beringer v. standard oil co., 84 idaho at 557, 375 p.2d

at 852. and as recently as january 20, 1984, this court reiterated: "a cause of action for negligence accrues at the time of the defendant's wrongful act, and not at the time the plaintiff is harmed." first nat'l bank v. associated int'l ins. co., 106 idaho 508, 509, 681 p.2d 126, 127 (1984). if the
controlling law is clear and, as here, there is no disputed fact, a court is not free to disregard it. 19 in his concurring opinion in mink, the chief justice stated that "[a]t the time [the defendant] applied the glue, there was no danger. but as a result of his negligence, the danger did exist." mink, 77

idaho at 545, 295 p.2d at 1039. we think this statement is an accurate statement of the idaho law governing the question of the accrual of the cause of action in this case. in mink, the plaintiff brought an action for damages to his person and property resulting from an explosion of the urea stored
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negligence. that statement of the idaho law is in line with the law of other jurisdictions. the idaho supreme court itself has recognized and followed the rule: "[t]he rule is that a cause of action for negligence does not arise until an injury is inflicted upon the plaintiff by the defendant's wrongful act."
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